INTRODUCTION
Middleboxes that hold per-flow state and perform Layer 4+ processing are widely deployed in the Internet today: a recent study shows their presence on at least a third of the studied paths [5] . These middleboxes provide functionality ranging from security to performance optimization, and are becoming ubiquitous with time.
To reduce costs and enable fast functionality updates there is an ongoing trend of migrating away from specialized hardware implementations of middleboxes to software running on commodity servers [9] .
Programmable switches (such as OpenFlow) coupled with x86 machines have been proposed as the natural architecture to create scalable middleboxes that are also easy to deploy and update [3] . The basic recipe is very simple: a collection of x86 servers are connected to an OpenFlow switch, which is in turn "on-path" for the traffic. The servers implement distributedly the functionality of a single middlebox (possibly in virtual machines), such as carrier-grade NAT or firewall. The programmable switch is a key ingredient, splitting load between the machines.
To make such distributed middleboxes scalable, we need ways to seamlessly move processing and its associated flow state between local or remote servers. This would allow the platform to deal with load surges by adding servers, and to efficiently scale down by shutting machines off. Processing could even be migrated to different middleboxes in other parts of the world to optimize other aspects such as userperceived delay.
EXISTING APPROACHES
Flow processing middleboxes keep most of their state in memory to reduce packet-level delays. Hence, migrating flow processing boils down to efficient memory migration. To this end, process migration algorithms [7] are the obvious starting point. There are three basic techniques used for process migration: Pre-copy: Processing is performed by the original host and the memory pages are copied to the destination machine, in succesive rounds. The first round copies all active pages, while subsequent rounds only copy "dirty" pages.
Stop-and-copy:
The source machine stops processing; the memory pages are copied and processing resumes on the destination machine. Demand migration: The destination machine starts processing and faults unavailable pages across as they are accessed.
Process migration algorithms typically use two of the three techniques above and work reasonably well because of the principle of locality: if a page is accessed, it is likely that it will be accessed again soon. That is why the combination of a few pre-copy rounds followed by a quick stop-and-copy phase also works well for virtual machine migration [2] .
Our focus is, however, on network processing that keeps per-flow state. Say we're using the same algorithm to migrate flow-states. Here is what will happen between two successive pre-copy iterations: a significant number of states will die off, because most flows are short-lived [8] , a significant number of new states will be established and a seemingly random subset of the existing states will be updated, depending on which packets hit the middlebox in the meantime.
The principle of locality does not apply to flow-states and this makes pre-copying ineffective. Migration causes a long period of downtime due to the stop-and-copy phase which has to copy all the state across.
STATE MIGRATION
Stateful network processing allocates state for each flow (e.g. 5 tuple), and memory accesses are made to this flowstate when packets belonging to the flow arrive at the middlebox. Such processing also maintains global state (e.g. state about flow aggregates), but this is typically much smaller in size.
Our focus is on efficiently migrating per-flow state. The basic idea is to allow short flows to die and their corresponding state to be deleted before any flow-state transfer takes place. To achieve this goal, we run in parrallel both the source and the destination processing for a short period of time. When migration begins, a small set of pages is copied to B containing code and invariant global state. After this, the algorithm consists of two overlapping phases: the idle phase and the iterative freeze-and-copy phase.
In the idle phase, all traffic is initially forwarded to A. A stops establishing new state for flows it hasn't seen yet. All The idle phase takes advantage of the fact that most flows are short-lived. Rather than transfer those states, they can be kept on the original machine until they expire while, at the same time, allowing states for new flows to be established on the other machine. The two machines are daisy-chained (packets will always hit A first, regardless of direction; see figure 1(a) ).
The freeze-and-copy phase is iterative and only starts when the rate at which states expire on A falls below a certain threshold; the remaining states are likely long-lived and need to be transfered. A freezes some of its remaining states and begins transferring them to B. All packets that would modify a frozen state are buffered by A. When the transfer finishes, all frozen states are deleted and the buffered packets are forwarded to B. The process is repeated until all states are copied to B. This phase only deals with long-lived flows and freezing aims to reduce the number of dropped packets. Daisy-chaining continues until the freeze-and-copy state finishes. At this point, there is no flow state left on machine A and traffic is redirected in the OF switch to hit machine B directly.
APPLICATION: CARRIER-GRADE NAT
We have implemented in Click [6] a scalable carrier-grade NAT with reactive load-balancing as a proof of concept for our flow state migration algorithm. Current best practices [4] along with OpenFlow's limitations [1] have driven our design of the NAT. Internal (IP, port) tuples are dynamically mapped onto their external counterparts; all connections corresponding to one such mapping constitute a flow whose state can be independently frozen and moved. The smallest migration goal is made up of all flows that share a certain external IP.
We have run experiments with a Gigabit Ethernet link saturated by 100 running instances of iperf, using the experimental setup shown in Fig.1(b) . NAT box 1 is initially active, and it also has state for 65,000 fictive connections, emulating an external IP with the port space fully used. Each state is 24 bytes in size, bringing the total to roughly 1.5 MB. We migrate the flow states to NAT 2 both via our flow migration algorithm and via a single stop-and-copy round. Figure 1(c) shows the impact of the migration process on the bandwidth. While freeze-and-copy incurred only some minor disruption due to minor RTT inflation caused by the freeze time, the stop-and-copy round caused packet loss disrupting the iperf flows.
The downtime for stop-and-copy migration increases linearly with the number of flows and the size of the flow state. The NAT per flow state is small, but migrating more connections will bring proportionally more downtime which is unacceptable for production use.
NEXT STEPS
An open question is how effective precopy is with real traffic traces. Our simulations 1 with zipf-like flows sizes show that precopy has limited effect, however we need to experiment with real traffic traces to get a full picture.
Ideally, migration should be provided by the OS without changing the apps, and this is our end goal. It would allow us to migrate existing applications such as Bro or Snort without rewriting them, and giving our techniques wider applicability.
Achieving this goal is challenging. Running both source and destination processing in parallel is tricky as it requires efficient synchronization of accesses to global state. Done inneficiently, such synchronization can undo the performance benefits of flow-migration. Further, to implement daisy chaining, the OS must know which flows have state associated and which not; acquiring this knowledge without application support seems feasible only if both flow definitions and state expiration mechanisms are known to the OS.
